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I much appreciate the privilege of being your guest this evening
and I am particularlyhappy at being present on this occasion, when you
are doing hor-+ur to some of your members who through long and devoted
service have accomplished much to further the objects of your alssociation

.

Of course I will admit that I would be enjoying the occasion even
more cômpletely--and perhaps you would too--if I did not have to make a
speech

. But having to make one, I feel that I could not select a more
appropriate audience for one of the things which I propose to discuss i,e,

,our present attempts to extend democratic processes into the domain of
international affairs .

First of all, I think it is a truism which no one can dispute that
an organization such as yours is typical of democratic processes at their
best

. Democracy, after all, is, in action at least, a way of life whereby

free men co-operate together to achieve results for their own benefit and

for the benefit of their fellows, which either could not be achieved at all,

or would be achieved only in a much less complete and prac~ical way by the
individual and isolated efforts of each ,

I think it is an error to look upon democracy as a system whereby
minorities are ruled by majorities

. It is true that in democracies, it is
the will of the majority which finally determines what action shall be taken
and what conduct shall be avoided in order that the welfare of the greatest
number may be better promoted

. But the governing consideration should be and
usually is the welfare of the greatest number .

When all the members of the group have given thoughtful and intelli-
pent consideration to what is apt to be good for the greatest number, have
re_rhed the pros and cons of a line of conduct and give

n tion to each, the decision of the majority can be acceptedrbyetheominorit
y

as one that is pretty apt to be fair and productive of beneficial effects
for the community as a whole

. Democracies work best where all the members
seriously attempt to believe in the fair-mindedness of their fellows

. Inthat kind of an atmosphere, even when one finds himself in the minority, he
need not necessarily feel like the new recruit having his first march with
his company in the ermy, that everyone is out of step but himself

;

I understand t a •
,over h t 3our association has been in existence for somethingfifty

years and I would be ready to believe that it is entitled to much
of the credit for the splendid system of highways which has been developed in
°our province during that period .

I have learned that Mr . Si
biehas served as reeve of Pittsburgtownshipyfor 15econsecutive

9

yearsnandhat
•zas been for many years a member of the Kingston-Frontenae County Suburban
-oads Commission; that Mr

. Cameron is one of the senior County Engineer s'O
f the Province, a Director of the association for

/nearly ., .,,,,,


